
GENERAL

Existence of a policy that covers SV (+12) 12

Existence of a stand-alone policy (+6) 0

Accessible policy - Online (+2) 2

Accessible policy - One document (+2) 2

Clearly defined complaint process requires clearly outlined and defined step-by-step process (+2) 2

Existence of reporting and statistic mechanisms (+2) 0

Ability to report externally to the criminal justice system and/or human rights tribunal (+2) 2

Does not include the ability to suspend complaint if the complainant also seeks recourse from criminal justice system (+2) 2

Renewal and review of policy (+4 if annual/every 2 years OR review after 1st year and then every 3, +3 if review every 3 years, +2 if reviewed every 4, +1 if review +5 years) 4

SCOPE

0

3

Covers visitors and alumni (+2) (would include any specific mention of the ability to ban visitors and alum from campus and have no contact orders) 2

Ensures complaints are not suspended if the respondent ends their relationship with the school (i.e. transfers or drops out) (+2 points) 2

1

Covers online activity (+1) 1

Covers stealthing (+1) 0

Explicitly covers co-op and practicum placements (+1) 0

COMPOSITION OF THE DECISION MAKER(S)

Existence of an external third party independent member on the review committee (+2) 0

Existence of student representatives on the review committee (+2) 2

Explicitly mandating sexual violence sensitivity training (+2) 0

Existence of an independent investigator (+2) 0

FORMAL AND INFORMAL COMPLAINT PROCESS

Existence of informal and restorative justice mechanisms (+1 for informal and +1 for restorative justice) 1

Explicit rape shield protections - prohibition of questions regarding past sexual history (+2) 0

Existence of Face to Face Protections (+2) 0

Existence of specific immunity clause for drug and alcohol use (+2) 0

Explicit mention that all sanctions ordered against respondent will be made known to survivor (+2) 0

Clearly defined timelines for complaint process (+2) 2

Interim Measures (+1 for existence and +1 for explicit survivor-centrist stance) 1

Does not include a frivolous claims section (+2) 2

Ability to have support person present (+1) 1

Existence of a conflict of interest clause (+1) 0

Does not include an exception clause (+2) 2

Existence of protection from retaliation (+1) 0

Existence of ability to submit anonymous and third party complaints (+2) 1

Does not include a time limit to file a formal complaint after incident (+2) 2

Does not include a gag order at any point (+2) 2

Appeal process (+1 ability to appeal and +2 appeal to an external non-administrative body) 1

EDUCATION

Creates a prevention, education and support committee (+1) 1

Highlights support services available for survivors (+2) 2

Committed funding to support programs (+1) 0

Highlights prevention programs on campus (+1) 0

On campus services that are sexual violence specific (+1) 0

Intersectionality recognized (+2) 1

Rape culture mentioned (+2) 0

Accommodations for survivors mentioned (+1) 1

TOTAL SCORE 57

D+
57%

SCORECARD: ST. FX
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